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Overview
Are there commercially viable oil and gas reserves in Zanzibar? Investors have shown interest,
and seismic surveys are underway. If this sector develops further, the Zanzibar
Environmental Management Authority (ZEMA) will have an important role in managing the
environmental and social impacts. For that reason, the ZEMA requested the NCEA to organise
a three-day workshop on reviewing ESIAs for oil and gas related projects. This activity if part
of the co-operation between the ZEMA and the NCEA. For more information on this project,
see: https://www.eia.nl/en/our-work/advisory-reports/8033.
The workshop took place in Zanzibar from the 26th until the 28th March, 2019. The objective
was to build capacity for ESIA review at ZEMA, and amongst the organisations that regularly
participate in ESIA review committees. An additional objective was to facilitate exchange with
the Mainland counterpart of ZEMA: the National Environnment Management Council (NEMC).
For that reason, two participants from the EIA team of NEMC took part in the training. They
also presented their experience with ESIA for oil and gas related projects.
At maximum capacity, there were 31 participants, but for most working group sessions the
number was closer to 20. Many of the ZEMA staff attended, as well as colleagues from the
Department of Environment. There were also participants from the Department of Urban and
Rural Planning, Department of Energy and Minerals, Department of Agriculture, Department
of Fisheries, the Zanzibar Planning Commission and the Institute of Marine Sciences.
The workshop programme consited of information sharing (presentations and discussion)
and interactive worksessions. The presentation material focussed on: ESIA review in general,
the link between review and decision-making, impacts and solutions associated with oil and
gas and ESIA cases. For the interactive sessions the particpants were divided into groups.
First to do a «quick and dirty» review of an example ESIA, and then secondly to review on
more detail selected aspects of this ESIA. The example used was a recent ESIA report
submitted to ZEMA for a seismic survey on the island of Unguja.
As a reference for the review, the participants used the EIA guidelines for oil and gas
developed for Mainland Tanzania, in co-operation with the Norwegian Oil for Development
programme. As part of this OfD programme, this guideline will be adapted for the Zanzibar
context, later in 2019.
The workshop was evaluated positively by the participants. All those that filled in the
evaluation form considered the workshop usefull to their work. They especially appreciated
the practical groupwork. All felt that they had increased their skills and knowledge in review,
and in using the OfD guidelines as a resource in review. See further details in Annex 3.
Below the workshop programme is presented.
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Workshop programme
Time

Activity/comment

Day 1: Basics of review, relation between review and permitting, impacts of oil and gas
projects, SEA and ESIA situation for oil and gas in Zanzibar
8:30 am – 1:00 pm
•
•
•
•

Registration

Welcome Remarks

Introduction of participants

1. Short overview of NCEA/ZEMA cooperation project

and explanation on the workshop programme
To provide context for the workshop:
•

2. Presentation of review in Zanzibar, legal requirements and
current practice including review format used

•

3. Presentation on NEMC review: legal requirements and current
practice

•

4. Presentation on NCEA review experience, incl. Q&A on similarities and differences

Coffee/Tea break
•

5. Relation between ESIA, technical review and approval conditions and environmental certificate, examples from different
countries

•

Discussion on ZEMA and NEMC practice in relation to ESIA re-

view and approval conditions, and lessons learnt from previous
ESIA review workshops
1:00 - 2:00 pm

Lunch

2:00 – 3.30 pm
•

6. General introduction of environmental and social and impacts
of oil and gas projects; for the different stages of development,
including reference to Tanzania mainland

•

Q&A
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Time

Activity/comment

Day 2: Technical reviews of ESIA case for the oil and gas sector (Practice)
9:00 am - 1:00 pm
•

7. Case study: ESIA for seismic exploration (Mozambique
Basaruto/SASOL)

•

Q&A

Coffee/tea break
•

8. Introduction group work on reviewing ESIAs for seismic exploration, steps in review and group work instructions

•

Group work step 1: Quick and Dirty review of the ESIA for seismic surveys Unguja (onshore)

•

Feedback group work step 1:
o Reporting back of findings from groupwork
o Findings of the NCEA

o Comparing differences and similarities
1:00 – 2:00 pm

Lunch

2:00 – 3:30 pm
•

Group work step 2: Detailed review of selected topics of the
ESIA for seismic surveys Unguja

Group 1:
•

Stakeholder engagement – sufficient? What was done with the
input?

•
•

Description of intervention location/area and sensitivities

Socio-economic: disturbance/loss for local activities – compensation sufficient?

Group 2:
•
•

Decommissioning and clean-up – plans appropriate?

Methodology for impact identification and assessment appropriate? (+ expertise)

Group 3:
•
•

Mitigation – what measures proposed? Sufficient?

Summary – fit-for-purpose? And if not, recommendation?

Group 4:
•

Alternatives – described? Preferred technology, location justified?

•

Impact on biodiversity (incl micro) – sufficiently described and
managed?
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Time

Activity/comment
•

Impact on groundwater – Is this adequately described? Should it
be included?

Day 3: Review of ESIA continued
9:00 am – 1:30 pm
•

9. Case study: ESIA for Tilenga oil production (Uganda)

•

Feedback group work step 2:
o Reporting back of findings from groupwork
o Findings of the NCEA

o Comparing differences and similarities
•

Update ZEMA on decision-making in Unguja seismic survey ESIA

case.

Coffee/tea break

1:30 – 2:30 pm

•

Lessons learned from the workshop (see notes Annex 2)

•

Wrap up and evaluation (see evaluation survey results)

•

Closing remarks

Lunch
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Annex 1: Presentations used
1.

Short overview of NCEA/ZEMA cooperation project and explanation on the workshop pro-

2.

Presentation of review in Zanzibar, legal requirements and current practice including re-

3.

Presentation on NEMC review: legal requirements and current practice

4.
5.
6.
7.

gramme

view format used

Presentation on NCEA review experience, incl. Q&A on similarities and differences

Relation between ESIA, technical review and approval conditions and environmental certificate, examples from different countries

General introduction of environmental and social and impacts of oil and gas projects; for
the different stages of develop-ment, including reference to Tanzania mainland
Case study: ESIA for seismic exploration (Mozambique Basaruto/SASOL)

8.

Introduction group work on reviewing ESIAs for seismic exploration, steps in review and

9.

Case study: ESIA for Tilenga oil production (Uganda)

group work instructions
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1 Short overview of NCEA/ZEMA cooperation project and
explanation on the workshop programme

2

What is the NCEA?
• Part of Netherlands regulatory system for EA: independent ESIA &
SEA quality assurance

Introducing the NCEA, the cooperation and the workshop

• Tasks:
–In the Netherlands since 1987: independent advice on ESIA and SEA
–In development cooperation since 1993 contract with Foreign Affairs to
support Dutch partner countries EA systems
–International programs, e.g. Government-to-Government programmes

Bobbi Schijf & Ineke Steinhauer
Netherlands Commission for Environmental Assessment

1

2
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4

NCEA in the Netherlands

Knowledge function

• NCEA is independent, has regulatory task
and is involved in all SEAs and many ESIA
in the Netherlands
• Advice on ToR for, and reviews of,
environmental assessments of plans,
programs and projects, to competent
authorities (about 150/year)
• NCEA does not make EIAs/SEAs

3

4

6
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Oil and gas in the Netherlands

NCEA internationally

• 70+ billion m3 gas production a year;

• Advice on ToR for, and reviews of,
environmental assessments of plans,
programmes and projects

• natural gas infrastructure extraction and
distribution, most households have a
connection;

• Capacity development of systems and
institutions to improve the environmental
assessment practice

• gas hub of NW-Europe;
• last decade NCEA advised on 40 EIA’s for gas
exploration, some for oil, few SEA’s

• Knowledge and learning resources on
environmental assessment www.eia.nl

• big problems currently in relation to earth
quakes and considerable damage to houses

• Demand driven!!! As much as possible in
close cooperation with counterpart

5
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Where do we work?

NCEA advisory work on EIA in oil and gas sector

http://www.eia.nl/en/our-work/where-we-work

• Georgia The Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline and the
South Caucasus gas pipeline

Support to:

• Peru Hydrocarbon Appraisal and Development in
Camisea

• DGIS partner countries’ governments
• Netherlands Embassies (incl. Neth. Enterprise
Agency)
• Strategic partners (World Bank, OECD, OfD…)
• NGOs in partner countries/regions (training)

• Chad / Cameroon Chad Oil Export Project
• Ghana Ankroba Petrochemical Plant
• Ghana West African Gas Pipe Line

• Surinam Tout Lui Faut Oil Refinery
• Ecuador Heavy Crude Oil Pipeline

• Mozambique Offshore oil exploitation (see box)

• Mozambique Sasol Petroleum Temane gas project
• Mauritania Offshore oil exploitation (see box)
• Rwanda Methane harvesting in Lake Kivu
• Ghana Jubilee Field oil exploration

• EIA workshop on oil and gas Myanmar

7
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Activities in
Zanzibar

NCEA advisory work on SEA in oil and gas sector
• Mauritania oil and gas developments and
coastal zone management

www.eia.nl/en/ourwork/advisory-reports/8013

• Bolivia oil and gas development in protected
areas

And

• Ghana oil and gas sector

https://www.eia.nl/en/ourwork/advisory-reports/8033

• Uganda oil and gas development in Lake
Albert
• Senegal and The Gambia regional workshops
on SEA for oil and gas
• SEA workshop oil and gas Zanzibar, Lebanon
and Cuba

9
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Overview 2nd ZEMA – NCEA co-operation project

Result 1: Collaboration

• 2017-2019 titled ‘EIA and permitting’

Improve collaboration on EIA between ZEMA and other authorities

• Builds on previous co-operation project, added in more collaboration with
Mainland/NEMC

Activities:
• Joint awareness raising event with ZIPA, Commission of Tourism, on
project development and approval (incl. EIA). Target: tourism sector
• Tourism event 27 September 2018
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_NJ2wDYxXA

• 3 Results:
Strengthened collaboration between ZEMA and other authorities
Improving ZEMA’s operational capacity to process EIA & permits
Further support for improved EIA review practice

11
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Result 2: Operational capacity

Result 3: EIA Review

Develop operational tools and
working processes for ZEMA &
continue action planning for
improved financing

Continue to work on ZEMAs task in EIA review, with special focus on
approval conditions
Activities:
• EIA review good practice workshops
• Exchange with NEMC

Activities:
• Financing work session with
NEMC
• EIA strategy/plan
• Study tour Netherlands
• Support development of website
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Workshop programme
Objective: build capacity for review of ESIAs for oil and gas activities

Day 1:

Review regulation and practice & lessons learned
How are review and decision-making linked?
Oil and Gas impacts and how to address them in EIA?
SEA for oil and gas policy in Zanzibar

Day 2:

ESIA review case experience
Groupwork: review ESIA for seismic exploration. Step 1: Quick&dirty

Day 3:

Groupwork: review ESIA for seismic exploration. Step 2: Detailed review
Conclusions and way forward

15
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Tanzania mainland

NCEA secretariat

• SEA advice Shared Resources
Joint Solutions Programme

• Based in Utrecht, The Netherlands
• 15 staff members for international
cooperation (of 40 in total)

• SEA for the Lake Rukwa Water
Resource Management Plans

• For advisory services, tailor made
working groups of experts are
installed (pool of experts)

• Workshop to raise awareness
• Workshop to plan SEA process

17
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2 Presentation of review in Zanzibar, legal requirements
and current practice including review format used

PRESENTATION OUTLINE

Workshop on Review process of
ESIA/EA Reports for Oil and Gas
Projects in Zanzibar

1. Introduction to ZEMA
2. EIA Procedures
3. ESIA Review Process: Legal Requirement and
Current Practices
 Technical Review of the ESIA report
 ESIA Review Meeting

Zanzibar Environmental Management Authority (ZEMA)

 Communicating Outcome of the ESIA Review
meeting
 Decision of the Authority on clearance for ESIA
4. Problems and challenges

Date: 26/03/2019
1

2

1

2

1.0 Introduction to ZEMA

Functions of ZEMA

 ZEMA was formed in 2015 under the Section 14 (1) of
the Zanzibar Environmental Management Act, 2015.

Among the function of ZEMA is to coordinate all
matters related to the Environmental Impact
Assessment and environmental audits process for any
activity or investment ;
Environmental Management Tools
 Environmental Policy of 2013 replaced that of 1992
 Environmental Management Act of 2015 replaced
that of 1996.
 NRNR Regulation of 2011
 Plastic Bags Banning Regulations of 2011,

 Before this Act, there was the Environmental
Management for Sustainable Development Act, 1996.
This Act was enforced by the Department of
Environment.
 The major role of ZEMA is to coordinate compliance
and enforcement of the Provisions of the Act.

3
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2.0 ESIA Procedures for Zanzibar

Cont…

 Registration for EIA: It is a notice to ZEMA of
the intent of the proponent to embark on the ESIA

 Submission of ToR to Proponent (applicant)
 Production of EIS: Done btn 2 to 6 month

 Screening is undertaken: Done within 10 days
after registration

 Circulation of EIS to the Public and other
institutions: Within 10 working days.

 Screening Statement: A letter of Approval with
conditions if no EIA required, or A letter of Refusal
with list of reasons.

 Review of the EIA Report : Within 20 working
days after submission.

 Scoping Report: when EIA is determined
necessary. Between 10 and 20 working days.

 Further information may be requested: Within
5 working days after the review

 Preparation of the Terms of Reference

 Decision whether to issue EIA Certificate and,
perhaps with conditions, or a Final Letter of
Refusal

5
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4/18/2019

Legal Requirement
Section 39(1) of the New Environmental Management
Act of 2015, stated that

3.0 Review Process:

“A person shall not carry out or cause to be carried out;
any activity which is likely to have significant impact
on the environment and society without
Environmental Impact Assessment Certificate issued
by the Authority under this Act”.

Legal Requirement and Current Practices

(2) Subject to subsection (1) of this section,
Environmental Impact Assessment shall be carried
out before construction phase of any activity.
7
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Cont….
(3) The Minister may make Regulations for the
Environmental Impact Assessment process.

Article 13‐16 of the EIA Regulation 2017 highlight
the Review Process in Zanzibar

Now we have:

(13) Technical Review of the ESIA report

“EIA Regulation, 2017 No........ and shall come into
effect after being signed by the Minister” (though
not yet signed).

(14) ESIA Review Meeting
(15) Communicating Outcome of the ESIA Review
meeting

Previously we had;

(16) Decision of the Authority on clearance for ESIA

“the Environment Impact Assessment (Procedures)
Regulations, 2002” (based on Env. Mgt for SD Act of
1996).

13. (1) Upon receiving the ESIA Report and payment of the review fee, the Authority shall:
•
Identify the relevant stakeholders to be involved in the

9
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Cont…
13. (1) Upon receiving the ESIA Report and payment
of the review fee, the Authority shall:
a) Identify the relevant stakeholders to be
involved in the ESIA review process;

Technical Review of the ESIA report

b) Circulate the ESIA report to the identified
relevant stakeholders for comments and
review; and
c) Organise a site verification visit to the relevant
activity area.
11
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12
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Cont…..

Cont…..
(3) The Authority request the relevant stakeholders to
submit their comments in writing within three
working days from the date of the site verification
visit.

(2) During the site verification, the following
persons may be invited at the activity area:
a) Sheha or his representative;
b) The expert or the team leader of the firm

(4) The Authority compile the comments submitted by
the relevant stakeholders to be presented in the
review meeting.

that conducted the EIA study;

c) The proponent or his representative; and
d) Any other person if the Authority deems

necessary.

13
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Cont…
14. (1) The Authority may conduct a review meeting
within two days after receiving the comments from
relevant stakeholders.

ESIA Review Meeting

(2)The ESIA review meeting may comprise of
invited members from relevant stakeholder’s
institutions subject to the nature of the activity.
(3) The Authority may invite any other person to
attend the ESIA review meeting if it is deemed
necessary.
15

16

15
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Review Criteria

Cont…
(4) The members of the ESIA review meeting use the
review criteria (Schedule III of the Regulations).
(5)The Authority compile a review report, on the basis
of the outcome and recommendations of the review
meeting, within five working days from the date of
the meeting.

Review areas

Review criteria

1.

1. Description of the
Development
2. Local Environment and
3. Baseline conditions

2.
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Description of the
Development
Local Environment
and
Baseline conditions
Identification and
Evaluation of key
impacts

1. Identification and
Evaluation of key
impacts
2. Residual Impacts
3. Cumulative impacts

Identified
Max.
missing
point
information/ga s
ps
15

30

18

17

18

12

4/18/2019

Review Criteria
Review areas

3.

Alternatives,
mitigations, ESMP, MP
and commitment

4.

Stakeholder
participation and
communication of
results

Cont…
Review criteria

4. Prediction of Impact
Magnitude
5. Assessment of Impact
Significance
1. Alternatives
2. Mitigations
3. ESMP & MP
4. Commitment
1. Stakeholder participation
2. Presentation
3. Balance
4. Non‐technical summary

Missing Max.
informati point
on/gaps s

 Overall assessment of ESIA
i.

A (81‐100%) Excellent, no task left incomplete

ii. B (71‐80%) Good, only minor omissions and
inadequacies
iii. C (61‐70%) Satisfactory despite omissions and
inadequacies

40

iv. D (51‐60%) Parts are well attempted but must as a
whole be considered just unsatisfactory because of
omissions and / or inadequacies

15

v. E(41‐50%) Poor, significant omissions or
inadequacies
19

19

20

20

Cont…
 F (< 41%) Very poor, important tasks are poorly done

or not attempted
If overall performance is below C, then revision
should be done.

Communicating Outcome of the ESIA
Review meeting

22

21

21

22

Cont…

Cont…

15 (1)The ESIA technical review meeting recommend
to the Authority one of the following outcomes:
a) To approve the ESIA Report; or
b) To request additional information from the
proponent; or
c) To disapprove the ESIA Report if:
(i) the Report is in poor quality;
(ii) the contents of the Report are not
consistent with the issued ToR
(iii) there is proven evidence of plagiarism from
similar works of other experts.
23

(2) The Authority shall ensure strict adherence of
technical reviewing standards in accordance
with the criteria stipulated under these
Regulations.

24

23

24
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Cont…
16. (1)Upon receiving the proceedings and
recommendations of the review meeting, the
Authority shall, taking into consideration the
professional integrity of the process:

Decision of the Authority on clearance for
ESIA

a) Issue ESIA Certificate to the Project Proponent,
specifying
conditions
for
activity
implementation; or
b) Request the Project Proponent to provide
additional information to the ESIA, addressing
any gaps or request for clarification or
c) Reject to issue the ESIA certificate on the basis of
reasons as stipulated in Regulation 15 (1) (c)

25
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25
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Cont…
(2) The Authority specify a timeline for submission of
additional information requested under regulation 16
(1) (b).

Cont…
(d) The feasibility and expected effectiveness of the
mitigation measures proposed in the ESIA.
(4) The Authority shall issue the decision on the ESIA
not more than thirty days from the date of
submission of the ESIA report and payment of the
fee.

(3) In making the decision under regulation 16 (1)of
these Regulations the Authority shall take into
consideration the following:
a)The recommendations provided by the technical
review meeting under regulation 16 of these
Regulations;
b)The conformity of the activity with existing
environmental policies, legislation and standards;
27

28

27

28

Problems /Challenges
1. Lack of permanent review team (Changing of the
Reviewers from other institutions).

AHSANTE SANA

2. Inadequate capacity of the reviewer team
3. Delay on submission of the Revised ESIA Reports
for Decision Making (Experts/Firm that conducted
ESIA)

29

29

30
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3 Presentation on NEMC review: legal requirements and
current practice
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL (NEMC)

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT OF OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY IN TANZANIA

Presentation outline

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACT
ASSESMENT IN OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY IN
TANZANIA

March, 2019



Introduction



Legal Mandates



EIA as a decision making tool



EIA and Audit (Amendment Regulations), 2018



Impacts resulting from exploration and production in oil and gas
industry



Environmental Impacts in deep sea drilling



Monitoring in Oil and Gas Industry



Local Content Compliance



Corporate Social Responsibility



Strengths



Weakness



Opportunities



Threats

By: L. Mwamila &E. Salyeem
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Introduction

Introduction

THE ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT ACT CAP 191

NEMC came into being in 1983 under National
Environment Management Act No. 19 of 1983.
 NEMC was established with a broad mandate in response
to the national need for such an institution to oversee
environmental management issues




It was meant to implement the resolutions of the
Stockholm conference (1972), which called upon all
nations to establish and strengthen National
Environmental Councils to advise governments and the
international community on environmental issues

3



Enacted in 2004 and came into operation on the 1st day of
July 2005 through G.N. No. 170/2005.



Outlines principles of environment and sustainable
development S5(3).



Provides for and promotes the enhancement, protection,
conservation and management of the environment: S7(1).



Provides for “Administration and Institutional arrangement”
and “Legal framework” for the environmental management.
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EIA AS A DECISION MAKING TOOL

Legal Mandate



• EIA is mandatory for oil and gas projects as
specified in the 3rd schedule of EMA, 2004
read together with 1st schedule of its
subsequent EIA and Audit Regulations, 2005.

NEMC mandates to undertake enforcement, compliance,
review and monitoring of environmental impacts
assessments, research, facilitate public participation in
environmental decision-making, raise environmental
awareness and collect and disseminate environmental
information.

• Before commencement of the project, EIA
study should be conducted which involves
registration, screening, scoping and approval
of ToR, submission of the EIS and review of
document. Then recommendation is sent to
Minister responsible for environment for
issuance of EIA Certificate or not. (EIA and
Audit Regulations of 2005)

5
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Details of the Scoping Report as prescribed
in the Third Schedule of the Regulations

The Environmental management (Environmental Impact
Assessment and Audit) (Amendment) Regulations,2018 GN
N0.474 of 31st August, 2018
Projects are classified into 4 categories in consideration
with the magnitude of Impacts
•

“A” Category f or Mandatory Projects

•

“B1” category for the Boderline Projects

•

“B2” category for Non Mandatory; and

•

“Special category”

• Title of project
• Description of Proposal
• Scope of the Project
• Cost
• Technology to be Used

1. Proposed
undertaking
development

• Proof of Land Ownership/lease Agreement
• Location (administrative , longitude and latitude
• adjacent land Uses
• Declaration that the project is not within or Near sensitive
Ecosystems/areas
• Land Acquisition Process (Relocation or Compensation) attach
Resettlement action plan etc.

2. Proposed site
Description

Before commencement of the project, EIA study should
be conducted which involves Application for EIA
certificate together with scoping and ToR for approval,
submission of the EIS and review of document. Then
recommendation is sent to Minister responsible for
environment for issuance of EIA Certificate or not. Env.
Mgt (EIA and Audit Reg.)(Amendment) Regulations, 2018

3. Infrastructures
and Utilities

7

• Land required
• Structures
• Roads
• Power

8

……ctd Details of the Scoping Report as prescribed in
the Third Schedule of the Regulations

4. Environmental
Impacts

5. Other
Environmental
issues

…ctd Details of the Scoping Report as prescribed in
the Third Schedule of the Regulations

• Potential Environmental effects of the
proposed undertaking (In all project
phases)
• Project alternatives (site, design and
technology)
• Potential Significant risks and hazards associated with
the proposed project (Including OHS) and its EP&RP
• State Briefly Environmental studies already done and
attach copies where appropriate

6.

Methodologies of conducting the scoping exercise

7.

Synthesis of the results of the scoping

8.

Stakeholders involvement

9.

Project Alternatives

10.

Environmental management plan

11.

Monitoring Plan

12.

Decommissioning Plan

6. Methodologies of
conducting the Scoping
Exercise

9
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IMPACTS RESULTING FROM EXPLORATION AND
PRODUCTION IN OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY



SEISMIC ACQUISITION

Activities in upstream operations which result in
environmental challenges include seismic acquisition,
drilling, development and production pose great
challenges to the environment.

11
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seismic acquisition leads to acoustic emission and
accidental spills of chemicals that pollute the sea.
Research conducted in the Norwegian sea has also
proven that seismic shooting could cause fish to travel
tens of kilometres, and some may not return unless
after a few weeks.



In onshore data acquisition, vast areas of vegetation
need to be cleared to improve accessibility to Vibritions
and other seismic acquisition equipment.



The destruction to vegetation is made more pronounced
in mangroves and forests. This activity affects the
aquatic life.

Environmental Impacts in Deep Sea
Drilling

DRILLING


During drilling, a large volume of fluids are circulated
through the well and into open, partially enclosed or
completely enclosed systems at elevated temperatures.



When these drilling fluids are agitated during
circulating process there is significant potential of the
drilling fluid being discharged to the environment.



Environmental impacts which are associated with deep sea
drilling are as follows:


Drilling discharge affects marine environment, thereby
affecting fishing activities which is the major
occupation among the coastal communities

13

Pollution to the sea resulting from


Drilling cuttings and excess cement



Fluids/oil based drilling mud



Produced water



Chemicals used during drilling



Etc

14

DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION



Particulates which are generated from other burning
sources such as well testing contribute enormously to
atmospheric pollution.



Apart from the emission of carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides and hydrogen sulphide gases are
introduced into the atmosphere in quantities which depend
on the nitrogen and sulphur content in the oil.



In production, the major waste produced is water
containing inorganic salts, heavy metals, solids, production
chemicals, hydrocarbons and occasionally Naturally
Occurring Radioactive Material (NORM).



These have minimal effect on the environment.
Nonetheless the release of the waste water into freshwater
bodies requires special care

Monitoring in Oil and Gas
Industry
The Council in collaboration with other sector ministries
conduct inspections in the facilities. Inspections are usually
conducted to check compliance of the facility with:

15



All pieces of Legislation governing the project



Environmental Monitoring Plan of the reviewed EIS or EA
reports submitted to the Council.



International Best Practice
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LOCAL CONTENT COMPLIANCE

Continued…………



The local content is an important aspect in different
angles of oil and gas exploration and production
operations.



In order to comply with the above TPDC together with
the contractor shall submit to PURA local content plan
for every project annually.



The limited number of Tanzanian expertise in this field
requires the contractor to build up a local capacity as
per PA 2015 and local content regulation through
inclusion of locals into the companies hierarchy,
involvement of local suppliers who matches the
required standards of services and capacity building in
and around the project areas.



Within 60 days after the beginning of each calendar
year TPDC shall submit to PURA the general local
content performance report compared to the overall
local content plan.



TPDC shall also submit the local content report showing
employment and trainings conducted to local
(Tanzanians) at mid and end of year.



TPDC as a licence holder should submit to PURA plan
and report on Technology transfer, highlighting the plan
and the process of the same annually.

17

18

17

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSBILITY


Strengths
 Establishment

of Regulatory
Authorities - PURA and ZPRA
 Legal frame-work are in place;
policy, Acts and regulations
 Institutional cooperation
 Public awareness
 Political stability
 Preparing of environment sensitivity
Atlas –On going

The licence holder together and contractor shall jointly
agree with relevant Local Government Authority and
prepare a credible CSR plan and submitted to PURA
annually.

19
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Weakness
Inadequate

Opportunities
human resource

 Gas

discovery in the region.
 Data management platform within
institutions
 Inclusion of local content in the
Industry
 Job creation
 Good relationship with partnerstates /multinational companies

capacity
Inadequate

technology

Inadequate

enforcement of

the law
Inadequate

transparency

21
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THANK YOU FOR

Threats

YOUR ATTENTION

High

public expectations
interference/will in
decision making
Fluctuation of petroleum/gas
price in the world market
Market competition within
the region
Political

23

24
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4 Presentation on NCEA review experience, incl. Q&A on
similarities and differences
2

Independent EA review in the
Netherlands

Bobbi Schijf (with thanks to Ineke Steinhauer)
Netherlands Commission for Environmental Assessment

1

2

4

3

Role NCEA in EA procedure

NCEA Review
• Advice to the competent authority
• Technical review! NCEA does not advise on project/plan decision itself
• NCEA also looks at whether the plan or project complies with existing plans,
policies and standards
• NCEA advises on information and process
• NCEA can take into account stakeholder opinions

3

4

5

6

NCEA review

Chairperson
1) is responsible for focusing
expert attention on the essential
issues relating to the project/plan.
2) generally senior people, from
business, academic or political
background

• The NCEA has a secretariat with 8 chairpersons, 14 technical secretaries,
support staff and some 300 experts (in a database).
• The NCEA appoints a working group of experts for each advice, consisting
of:
• a chairperson,
Chair
• a technical secretary and
• 3 to 5 experts.

Technical secretary
1) selects, in consultation with the
chairperson and with (specialized)
colleagues experts for participation in
the working group, according to the
characteristics of the project or plan.
2) plans the meeting schedule, site
visit and is responsible for overall
management and the preparation of
draft advisory reports

Experts

TS

5

6

19

The experts
1) are selected for their specific
project/plan relevant expertise,
experience with EIA/SEA and
site specific knowledge
2) are never involved with the
project/plan they assess
3) participate on personal title
and thus cannot have others
stand in for them
4) do not represent the
organization that employs them

7

8

The experts

Site visit

• Experts not employed by the NCEA, but called in (and paid) for
contribution to specific advice reports, for a standard hourly fee
• No conflict of interest!
• Letter of engagement. No contract is made.
• They receive a ‘manual for working group members’ with
general instructions

• Site visit, during
scoping or review
• The working group for
review of the EIA/SEAreport usually is the
same as in scoping.

7

8

9

10

Review process – 6 weeks

Consistency is important!

• 6 weeks, sometimes longer, in
consultation with competent authority
• Generally 2 or 3 working group
meetings.
• Key issues are identified.
• Experts provide input on their area.
• Technical secretary prepares drafts.
• If public participation is taken into
account, the technical secretary may
attend the public hearing.

So:
• Reference to comparable advices
• Another NCEA colleague also checks the report

9

10

11

12

Review outcomes

Presenting review findings

1. Essential information is lacking. The NCEA Advice =
supplement the EIA/SEA process and report
2. Important information is lacking, but issues can be addressed
in conditions, after decision-making
3. The EIA/SEA-report satisfactory, good basis for decisionmaking

• A final meeting is held with
competent authorities and
project proponent(s)/plan
developers at the NCEA
offices.
• Not a negotiation! But to
answer questions & identify
inaccuracies.

11

12

20

13

14

Review report

Distribution and publication

• Lay out, printing etc. according to
NCEA format.
• Chapter on with main conclusions
followed by chapters with detailed
findings.
• No conclusion on acceptability of
project.

• The project secretary takes
care of sending and
distributing the advice.
• Advice is published on NCEA
web-site.
• Always a press release.

13

14

15

16

Most common shortcomings

Influence of review

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In about 50% of the EIA and SEA procedures, additional
information is requested during reviewing

Scoping not done well
Issues missed: impacts or sensitive areas, for example
Weakness in objectives, activity definition, alternatives
Mitigation and management not sufficiently concrete
Descriptively strong, but analytically weak
Inappropriate methodologies
Not linked to existing environmental policies and standards

15

16

17

http://www.eia.nl/annualreport2017

17
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5 Relation between ESIA, technical review and approval
conditions and environmental certificate, examples from
different countries

Influence

ESIA, technical review, approval
conditions, environmental certificate
Ex. Burundi, Zambia, Uganda

Bobbi Schijf & Ineke Steinhauer
Netherlands Commission for Environmental Assessment

Information

1

Dialogue

2

3

4

Influence: ESIA review & decision-making

Some similarities and differences
Rwanda

Burundi

Kenya

Zambia

Mozambique

Uganda

Review
committee

Technical Committee
and Executive
Committee

None

Technical Advisory
Committee
(sometimes)

ZEMA committee

Multi-sector technical
review committee

Technical committee
(in exceptional
cases)

Involvement of
other agencies

Yes

In some cases to
other Ministries

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Stakeholder
involvement

Yes

Not mandatory

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EIA approval is
project approval?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

License, permit or
certificate with
conditions?

Yes

No, but EIA becomes
legally binding

Yes

Yes, appendix to
license with
workplan for
implementation

Sometimes, technical
review committee may
give recommendations

Yes

www.iisd.org esia course

3

4

5

6

Burundi review process

Burundi decision-making

• The EIA report is examined by the Ministry of Environment.

• EIA report approval = the approval of the project and environmental permit.

• Ministry can seek the views of other Ministries concerned.

• The Ministry of Environment takes a decision on approval/rejection.

• They may have a public inquiry (not mandatory). The Ministry of
Environment is responsible for conducting the public inquiry.

• Decision is transmitted to the ministerial competent authority for the
implementation of the project. A copy of this decision is reserved for the
proponent of the project.

• The Ministry of the Environment may request from the proponent, any
information or complementary study on aspects that are not sufficiently
clarified in the report.

• After project approval, the EIA becomes a legal instrument whose
provisions are binding for the proponent.

5

6

22

7

8

Zambia review process

Zambia decision-making
• ZEMA grants Environmental Authorization for a project, or not. Decision based on the
review of the EIA report, the comments received, and the public hearing report (if
applicable).

• EIA is submitted to ZEMA, review is undertaken by a Committee. External
parties from various disciplines as determined by ZEMA check EIA report.
ZEMA also uses EIA sector guidelines as review criteria.

• EA has to be obtained from ZEMA before a developer can commence with activities. No
other license for the execution of a project (subject to EIA) can be granted before.

• ZEMA transmits copies of EIA to the authorizing agency and to other
stakeholders for their comments. Including; relevant ministries, local
government units, parastatals, NGO's, CBO's, interested and affected
parties.

• ZEMA can attach conditions to the Appendix of the authorization. Usually based on the
impact management plan in the EIA report. The conditions must contain a work program
with a schedule for the implementation of the conditions.

• ZEMA may decide to hold a public hearing.

• Decisions are justified and given in the form of a decision letter. The conditions are also
included in the writing.

7

8

9

10

Uganda review process

Uganda decision making

• The proponent submits the EIA report to NEMA.

• EIA report approval leads into project approval. Conditions are given with project approval.

• NEMA sends it to the lead agency for comments.

• Such a certificate is required before any other licensing authority can approve an activity.

• After receiving lead agency comments NEMA invites public to give their written comment.
Also directly invites the persons likely to be affected to give their comments.

• Decisions are justified. For example, it is required that if the proposed project is rejected,
the reasons for rejection should be communicated to the proponent in writing.

• After review of all the comments, the Executive Director decides (if there are contentious
issues) whether to have a public hearing.

• The decision is not required to be published, but any member of the public may request
access to the record of the decision.

• NEMA may enlist the Technical Committee (a standing committee established by law), to
advise in reviewing certain EIA reports. The Technical Committee comprises of experts
from different disciplines to advise on the decision of certain EIA reports.

• Uganda sends license copy to relevant parties.

9

10

11

12

Example: NEMA approvals for mini-hydropower
project

Conclusions?
• In some cases there is a specific Technical Committee, or external Advisory
Committee
• In most cases there is a requirement that results of stakeholder
consultations should be considered during review and/or decision making
• In EIA report approval and project approval closely related, therefore review
very important
• Environmental permit conditions more/less elaborate, separate or integrated
into EIA

11

12

23

14

13

Link between review and project approval with
conditions? Examples from mini-hydro project
– The contract between proponent and the contractor must include clauses regarding adherence to
the Environmental Social Management Plan (ESMP)
– The supervision contract should include a senior environmental and social expert with applicable
decision-making power and mandate to ensure compliance with the ESMP and IFC Performance
Standards.
– The contractor should
• describe the procedures ofcontinuous stakeholder consultation during this project and translate
the outcomes into the detailed designs and detailed ESMP.
• develop a water management and action plan to safeguard environmental flow, water availability
and water quality. This should include, amongst others, the following requirements: ………
– In addition, budget for the abovementioned issues should be made available and responsibilities for
each of these issues should be assigned to relevant parties.

13

14
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6 General introduction of environmental and social and
impacts of oil and gas projects; for the different stages
of develop-ment, including reference to Tanzania
mainland
Me

Environmental Impacts/EIA Oil
&Gas Exploration offshore
(compared to onshore)

Marine ecologist
‘Grey’ environment
Social
Sustainability (3 P’s)
➢5 Years in Shell
➢Consultant (independent now)
➢Many, many EIA’s…

Maarten Jan Brolsma (with material by Bopp van Dessel)
Zanzibar, March 2019, NCEA‐ZEMA ESIA review workshop
2

1

16 Sept 2015

2

1. Offshore Oil & Gas

Contents
1.Exploration and production process (offshore vs. onshore)
2.EIA in a nutshell (from oil company perspective)
3.Key impacts of seismic
4.Key impacts of exploration drilling offshore
• Tools to manage environmental impacts
• Basics on Oil Spill Contingency Planning
5.E(IA) standards

The process for oil companies:

Zanzibar?
.

1. Due diligence

6.Also some words on production?

3

16 Sept 2015

4

3

16 Sept 2015

4

1. (Offshore) Oil & Gas

EIA Guidelines Tanzania

Seismic

2.1 Life‐cycle of field and project development

.

6

5

6
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16 Sept 2015

1. (Offshore) Oil & Gas

1. (Offshore) Oil & Gas
Seismic results….

Seismic onshore:
•Principles the same
•But: seismic lines, boreholes and dynamite
.

.

7

16 Sept 2015

8

7

8

1. Offshore Oil & Gas

1. Offshore Oil & Gas

Exploration drilling

Exploration drilling

1
0

9

9

10

1. Offshore Oil & Gas

1. Offshore Oil & Gas

Exploration drilling

Appraisal drilling

1
2

1
1

11

12
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1. Offshore Oil & Gas

1. Offshore Oil & Gas development

Field development (incl. production drilling)

‘Oil’ =
•Oil
•Gas
•Water
•Sometimes other stuff
(S, Hg, radioactivity)
‘Gas’ =
•Gas
•Condensate
•Water
•Sometimes other stuff (S, Hg, NORM/radioactivity, ..)

1
3

1
4

13

14

1. Offshore Oil & Gas
The process for oil companies:

?
Zanzibar?

End of Part 1

.

1. Due diligence

1
5

1
6

15

16

Contents

2. EIA in a nutshell

1.Exploration and production process (offshore vs. onshore)
2.EIA in a nutshell (from oil company perspective)
3.Key impacts of seismic
4.Key impacts of exploration drilling offshore
• Tools to manage environmental impacts
• Basics on Oil Spill Contingency Planning
5.E(IA) standards

E(s)IA

6.Also some words on production?

1
7

1
8

16 Sept 2015
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2. EIA in a nutshell

Climate in focus
Climate Change

Environmental (Social/Health) Impact Assessment is

To reduce greenhouse gas emissions by the Dutch industry,
attention is paid by the NCEA in Guidelines for EIA to
investigate the quantities and composition of emissions and
possible alternatives and reduction measures.

Environmental thinking before you start doing:
1. To identify potential issues timely
2. To identify mitigations/solutions timely
3. In order to reduce risks and impacts to the
environment
4. To cut costs
5. To be transparant

For instance:
• Indicate which measures are needed in view of rising sea
levels in the next 30 years and expected longer periods of
extreme bad weather.
• Describe the contribution of greenhouse gasses during the
full life cycle of the project including possible mitigating
measures.

1
9

2
0
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2. EIA – Risks, sensitivities, potential impacts

Climate change adaption process
Climate Change

Baseline Surveys

Consultation

Activity

Receiving (E)*
Environment

Stakeholders

Risks

Sensitivities

Concerns / Issues

Project
description

Three step approach:
1: Vulnerability assessment of the project and plan area to
climate change effects in the short and long term, incl. social and
economic aspects

Legislation

2: Assessment of the compliance of the project with available
climate change policies to assure consistency with available data,
norms and standards

(E)* Interactions

3: Development of a continuum of alternatives that are climate
smart

(E)* Mitigations

(E)* Impacts

Qualify/quantify
Value/prioritise

(E)* Management Plan

Solutions
Permit

2
1

21
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EIA Guidelines Tanzania, Fig. 1‐1

EIA Guidelines Tanzania
CONTENTS
DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS
1
INTRODUCTION
1.1
Objectives and scope
1.2
Regulatory context
1.2.1
Environmental impact assessment
1.2.2
Oil and gas development
1.3
Roles and responsibilities
1.3.1
Environmental impact assessment
1.3.2
Oil and gas development
1.4
Environmental impact assessment process in Tanzania
1.5
Content of the Guidelines
2
OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
2.1
Life-cycle of field and project development
2.2
Environmental management throughout oil and gas field development
2.3
Environmental aspects and impacts of oil and gas developments
2.4
Description of oil and gas activities
2.4.1
Seismic surveys
2.4.2
Exploration (and appraisal) drilling
2.4.3
Field development and operation
2.4.4
Liquefied natural gas (LNG)
3
GUIDANCE RELATED TO THE EIA REGULATIONS
3.1
The EIA process
3.1.1
Preparation of EIAs and PAs
3.2
Screening of projects requiring EIA or PA
3.2.1

23
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28

* Or ESH

2. EIA – Risks, sensitivities, potential impacts

2. EIA – Risk identification
Resources

water
chemicals
energy
materials
labour

Consultation

Activity

Receiving (E)*
Environment

Stakeholders

Risks

Sensitivities

Concerns / Issues

social interactions
radiation, heat

products (info)

Legislation

liquid and
(semi-)solid
waste

Space
aqueous
effluents

Baseline Surveys

Project
description

Discharges

noise
gaseous
vibration
emissions
light

(E)* Interactions
(E)* Impacts

incidental
discharges

Qualify/quantify
Value/prioritise

(E)* Mitigations

Solutions

(E)* Management Plan

25

Permit

* Or ESH
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2. EIA – Outcome (we are worth the risk)

RAM

Risk= Likelihood x Effect

Risk Assessment Matrix

27
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2. EIA – Risks, sensitivities, potential impacts

3. Key impacts

Baseline Surveys

Consultation

Activity

Receiving (E)*
Environment

Stakeholders

Risks

Sensitivities

Concerns / Issues

Project
description

Legislation

And what to do about them

(E)* Interactions
(E)* Impacts

Key Impacts

Qualify/quantify
Value/prioritise

(E)* Mitigations
(E)* Management Plan

Solutions
Permit

* Or ESH
3
0

29
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3. Key impacts of seismic

3. Key impacts of seismic

See also Table B‐2 in EIA Guidelines Tanzania
•

Seismic onshore

•
•
•

.

•
•
•
•
•

?

•

3
1

.

Impacts from operations, transportation etc. on ecosystems and
humans
Impacts on local habitats and human presence
Damage to vegetation and surface hydrology from vibroseis
machinery
Disturbance to wildlife and human populations from vibrations and
shot-hole explosions
Erosion and changes in surface hydrology
Positive impacts on local economy
Disturbance to forestry, agriculture and local businesses
Pressure on local settlements
Spillages and explosions with impacts on
environment and humans
Impacts on the environment and
human presence/activities
3
2

31

16 Sept 2015
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EIA Guidelines Tanzania Ch. 4.1.1.2

3. General Impacts seismic offshore
See also Table B‐2 in EIA Guidelines Tanzania

Onshore:
 onshore seismic surveys would normally require
EIAs given the high likelihood that such surveys
will be conducted in protected areas or other areas
of high biodiversity unless proponents can justify
that impacts are not significant. Proponents would
need to supply the necessary information at this
stage on the baseline, impacts and proposed
mitigation to avoid significant impacts to justify
screening as a PA project.

Basically the ‘usual maritime stuff’:
•Risk of operational spills (i.p. refuelling)
•Shipping incidents (ship plus arrays = huge!)
•Ships effluents (IMO)
•Solid waste (IMO)

•And under water noise……!!!!

33
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3. Underwater noise

3. General Impacts seismic offshore

Fisheries

Some time ago:
•Shock waves created by dynamite, later airguns
•Concern for death, injury, damage to hearing
•Particularly related to large whales

EIA Guidelines Tanzania, Ch. 5.7
Most conflicts between petroleum activities and
fisheries are related to limited/bad communication,
area occupation (mainly production platforms (up to
30 years) and marine seismic (few months),
disturbance/mortality to fish resources, operational
discharges to sea and risks of major accidents,
primarily blowouts. In addition, lack of understanding
of baseline conditions can lead to wrong/disputed
decisions, suspicion and misunderstanding.

Now:
•Death, injury and permanent damage not the main concern
•Noise-> behavioural change-> reduced success rates in feeding, migrating,
mating, social coherence= more concern

35
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3. Underwater noise
• We do know enough to say that acute concern for individuals is not a very
big one
• We do (definitely) not know enough to say that there is no reason for
concern, nor that the impact is insignificant
• More (expensive and difficult) fundamental research required
• In the meantime: avoid and be careful as much as possible
Measures:
• Know where sensitive species are and avoid in time/space
• Ramping up at start of seismic
• Marine Mammal Observers may help (and is more or less default)

Source: R. Kastelein

37
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Exploration

EIA Guidelines Tanzania CH. 4.1.1.2
Offshore and lakes:


offshore seismic surveys and seismic surveys in lakes would normally require EIAs
except for offshore seismic surveys in marine rather than coastal waters, see
section 3.2.4



proponents of marine seismic surveys should identify if they could have any impact
on coral reefs, mangroves, nearshore fisheries, turtles, coastal communities and/or
sensitive fish spawning areas. If not, the potential significant impacts should be
limited to impacts on ocean fisheries, marine mammals and marine traffic and a PA
may be sufficient



Consultation

Activity

Receiving (E)*
Environment

Stakeholders

Hazards

Sensitivities

Concerns / Issues

Legislation

nearshore/coastal seismic surveys and seismic surveys in lakes would normally
require EIAs, given the high ecological value and likely presence of artisanal
fisheries in the majority of such areas, unless proponents can justify that impacts
will not be significant. Proponents would need to supply the necessary information
at this stage on the baseline, impacts and proposed mitigation to avoid significant
impacts to justify screening as a PA project



Baseline Surveys

Project
description

(E)* Interactions
(E)* Impacts

Qualify/quantify
Value/prioritise

(E)* Mitigations

proponents should consider potential for cumulative impacts, for example on
turtles, where nearshore seismic surveys are being conducted in neighbouring
blocks as this may require early discussion of scheduling of the seismic survey
vessel with other operators.

Solutions

(E)* Management Plan

39

Permit

* Or ESH
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4. Offshore exploration drilling

4. Offshore exploration drilling

Key risks (deepwater) offshore exploration drilling:

Key sensitivities (deep water) environment:
•Water column ecosystem
•Biodiversity: fish, sea mammals, sharks, turtles, seabirds,
…?
•Sea bottom: possibly/likely?: special features like corals,
mounds/pockmarks, macro fauna, …?
•Onshore receiving environment
in case waste is shipped to shore
• and possibly international sensitivities...

•Incidental discharges (spills)
•Liquid and solid wastes (i.p drill fluids and cuttings)
Onshore: Ditto
+Work force
+Transport & logistics
•(Water ≠Soil…)
•Production testing ?

4
1

4
2

41
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June 2016

4. EIA (roughly..): interactions/potential impacts

EIA Guidelines Tanzania, Ch. 4.2

Interaction table/potential key impacts

Exploration (and appraisal) drilling
A description of the activity is given in section 2
and likely key aspects, potential significant
impacts and possible mitigation measures
(examples of international good practice) are
described in Appendix B.

Risks

Sensitivity

Potential impact

Drill cuttings

Sea bottom features

Destroy sea bottom locally

Discharges
(fluids)

Water column ecosystem

Local poisoning organisms

Wastes to shore

Onshore environment

Soil/water pollution

Accident/spill

Water column ecosystem

Oil plume killing life

Accident/spill

Neighbouring countries

Political issues

4
4
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4. Tools to manage environmental impacts

4. Env‐tools: example: drill fluids and cuttings

Tools to deal with environmental impacts:

Drill fluids & cuttings
•Water based drilling fluids-Non Aequeous Drilling Fluids
•Different specifications and toxicities
•Balance between safety, environment, operations & costs

•EIA  Environmental Management Plan
•Best Available Techniques (BAT)
•Regulations/standards (project, national, international)
•People!!! Education and training
•Standardisation/certification, e.g. ISO 14001 EMS
•Dedicated preparation: Oil Spill Contingency Plan
•Controls: auditing and monitoring

4
5

Mix of technology and regulations:
•WBDF when ever possible
•Improvement of NADF technology
•If needed, use NADF’s not-too-toxic
•Don’t discharge NADF into the sea
•NADF-cuttings only when they are clean enough
4
6

16 Sept 2015
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Activity alternatives for various environments
Activity

Alternatives

Seismic

High

Medium

2D

Low

Very Low

x

Dynamite

x

Vibroseis
Wireless geophones

EIA Guidelines Tanzania

Vulnerability Categories
Very High

Table A- 1: International examples of typical alternatives

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

Line spacing

Oil and gas
project

3D
Drilling

Heavy duty rig
Light weight rig

x

Access road, vertical well
Total (socalled offshore) fashion

x

x

Wadden Sea fashion (barges)
Chemicals

Noise

x
x

x

Water‐based mud

x

x

x

Biodegradable products

x

x

x

Internat'l approved

x

x

x

Green diesel

x

x

x

Insulation

x

x

x

Alarp principle

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

Waste

Waste management plan

x

Testing

Duration

x

Internal/External flare

x

x

x

Daytime only

x

x

x

Extended reach

x

x

Birdfoot wells

x

x

x

x

Slimhole wells

x

Coiled tubing

x

x

x
x

Reduced
Green light
Separate disposal

4
7

x

x

Lighting

Development

Examples of alternatives

x
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Seismic
surveys ‐
offshore





Use of surface towed receivers or ocean bottom receivers
Timing of surveys, e.g. to avoid migration or spawning seasons
Measures to minimise impacts on marine mammals such as soft
start, acoustic deterrents, etc.

Seismic
surveys ‐
onshore




Routing of the seismic lines
Choice of vibrating plates or in‐hole blasting.

4. Basics of OSCP

4. Basics of OSCP

Oil Spill Contingency Planning
Solution!
= Challenge!
Be prepared to avoid
what you don’t want

=Preparing for the unexpected and unwanted...

!
49
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4. Basics of OSCP

4. Basics of OSCP

The process in a nutshell:

➢Observe (the contingency)
➢Alarm/report
➢Decide situation and action required
➢Mobilise
➢Take adequate action
➢Monitor
➢Close out

Generally accepted principles offshore OSCP:
➢Safeguarding the safety and health of people, both of
responders and communities
➢Stopping the source of the spill as quickly as possible
➢Minimizing environmental and community impact
➢Minimizing the risk of oil reaching the shore

BUT….

In parallel:
➢Communication, communication, communication
➢Project management

51
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4. Basics of OSCP

4. Basics of OSCP

Response preparedness is the capability to respond:
➢Equipment stockpiles, personnel, equipment, organization,
procedures, logistics, training, exercising and review
➢Understanding risk levels, oil fate and trajectory, key
ecological and socio-economic sensitivities
➢Robust, detailed, contingency plans for scenarios up to and
including the credible worst case(s)
➢Cooperation between Companies, authorities and
communities
➢Communications strategies in place and key contacts on
board
➢Planning to manage and integrate external assistance

Further elements required:

➢Preparedness: a comprehensive OSCP and effective
training/exercise programme
➢Response capabilities & capacity (health and safety of
responders, response options, waste management, environmental
protection, oiled wildlife).
➢Restoration actions (residual impacts)

53
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4. Basics of OSCP

4. Basics of OSCP

Tiered approach:
➢Company CP
➢ Operational spills
➢ Rapidly contained/controlled
➢National (Oil Spill) Contingency Plan
➢ Exceeding level of operational spills
➢ Affecting/involving others
➢International CP agreements
➢ Disasters

Keys successful response
➢Effective organisation - Incident Management System (IMS)
➢Stakeholder engagement!
➢Clear, well understood tiered preparedness and response
concept (and tuned CP’s)
➢Good (a-political) decision making

The CP’s should match…

Speed = everything!!
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4. OSCP‐’Game changer’……
Macondo prospect – Deep Water Horizon April 2010

Macondo blow out you tube

6 December 2015

Murphy’s Law & bad preparations…..
5
7

9 December 2015
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4. OSCP‐Game changer……
After Macondo: lessons learned (international standards)
•Improved BOP(>5 preventers, choke & kill lines)
•Improved ROV’s
•Caps readily available
•Relief well as default?
•Better cementing
•More accurate measuring/modelling/positioning
•Blow out risk analysis
•7th generation semi/drillship (up to 12,000ft)
Generation

5
9

Water Depth

Coffee break

Dates

First

about 600 ft

200 m

Early 1960s

Second

about 1000 ft

300 m

1969–1974

Third

about 1500 ft

Fourth

about 3000 ft

1000 m

1990s

Fifth

about 7500 ft

2500 m

500 m

1998–2004

Early 1980s

Sixth

about 10000 ft

3000 m

2005–2010

9 December 2015
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5. Guidelines and standards

5. EIA guidelines / standards
The oil & gas sector loves standards… (OGP)

International Standards

6
1

6
2

9 December 2015
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9 December 2015
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5. EIA guidelines / standards

EIA Guidelines Tanzania

Two different types of standards:
•EIA – process standards
✓ World Bank/IFC
✓ Equator Principles
✓ National/regional legislation or guidelines
✓ Company standards
•Environmental (SH) standards
✓ IFC
✓ IPIECA
✓ Regional (e.g. Barcelona Agreement)
✓ National regulations/standards
✓ Company

Table 5 - 1:
Relevant conventions
ratified/acceded by Tanzania

6
4
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9 December 2015
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5. EIA guidelines / standards

5. EIA guidelines / standards

Very ‘simple’ standards:

IPIECA, e.g.:
•Oil Spill Preparedness
•Biodiversity
•Water
•Health
•Reporting

•No oil & gas in UNESCO/protected areas
•‘No – flaring’
•‘No cuttings dumping’
•‘No discharge’

http://www.ipieca.org/library
6
5

6
6

9 December 2015
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5. EIA guidelines / standards

5. EIA guidelines / standards

ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH, AND SAFETY GUIDELINES
OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT

Bottom line:
•If the right standards are applied and adhered
to
•And you do not make mistakes/have really bad
luck

June 5, 2015

Global industry guidelines for offshore oil & gas
This document is organized in the following manner:
1.Industry-Specific Impacts and Management2
1.Environment
2
2.Occupational Health and Safety
18
3.Community Health and Safety
26
2.Performance Indicators Monitoring
27
1.Environment
27
2.Occupational Health and Safety
28
3.References
32
Annex A. General Description of Industry Activities
6
7

•Most impacts can generally be
prevented/greatly reduced
•But…..
zero-risk does not exist…
39
6
8

9 December 2015

67

9 December 2015
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Thanks!
Want some more on Production?

7
0

69
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6. Offshore Oil & Gas Development

6. Offshore Oil & Gas development

Field development (incl. production drilling)

7
1

(Field) development:
•Investigation, design and selection of optimal exploitation of oil & gas
resources identified
•Often a lengthy process, complex and expensive
•Many uncertainties
•Often step wise (and with pauses)

7
2

9 Dec 2015
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36

9 Dec 2015

6. EIA – Hazard identification
Resources

water
chemical
s
energy
materials
labour

Reservoir fluids

noise
gaseous
vibration
emissions
light

3. Offshore Oil & Gas development
‘Oil’

=
•Oil
•Gas
•Water
•Sometimes other stuff (S,
Hg, NORM/radioactivity)

Discharges

social interactions
radiation,
heat
products
(oil, gas)

Space

liquid and
(semi-)solid
waste

‘Gas’ =
•Gas
•Condensate
•Water
•Sometimes other stuff (S,
Hg, NORM, ..)

incidental
aqueou
discharges
s
effluent
s Operations Hazards

7
4

73

16 Sept 2015
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6. Offshore Oil & Gas development

6. Offshore Oil & Gas development

Important choices/factors in offshore development:
•Number of wells
•Expected period of production
•Type of facilities (platforms, subsea, FPSO…)
•Mode of transport (ship, pipeline)
•Location of treatment/processing (offshore, land)

7
5

Key environmental aspects:
•Production well drilling
•Air emissions (flaring, exhaust gases)
•Production water (effluents)
•Risks/incidents/spills
•Disturbance (construction, presence, noise, light, flare)
•Pipeline construction/risks
•Solid wastes
•Potential ‘specials’ e.g Hg, S, radioactivity

7
6

9 Dec 2015
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6. Offshore Oil & Gas development
Actual impacts depend on:
•Chosen infrastructure
•Location
•Standards/policies applied

7
7

16 Sept 2015
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7 Case study: ESIA for seismic exploration (Mozambique
Basaruto/SASOL)

Mozambique

• An EIA for offshore blocks 16 and 19 was
reviewed, main findings were:
• NCEA concluded that the information on the
activity program for deep offshore (seismic and
exploration well) was sufficient
• The When, Where and How method has lead
to exclusion zones during seismic acquisition
and time windows for the whale breeding
season and tourist low season, helicopter flight
rules and zones to avoid

Location map Bazaruto

1

2

• Information on the shallow marine seismic
program and exploration well in the
nearshore environment was considered
insufficient

Mozambique-Bazaruto archipelago

• The NCEA also observed that an Oil Spill
Response Plan, a Cyclone Contingency
Plan, a Safety Plan, a Monitoring Plan and a
Compensation Plan were not included.
• These plans should have been finalised,
published, reviewed and approved as part of
the EIA procedure before exploration
activities are approved, enabling authorities
to manage and control the activities.

3

4

Sensitive environment on which local population depends for

Reef

5

6

38

Mangroves
Local industry: saltpanning

7

8

Tourism

Oysters important in local diet

9

10

Seamammals, o.a. dolphins and dugongs

Fishery

11

12
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?
Looking for Union building

13

14

Found it

Officials from MCEA and GoM

15

16

• Observations:

Fishermen expressed concerns about beach access, tourism, illegal fishing, po

• The potential risks between the deep and shallow
environments are clearly different from these pictures
• Shallow marine is most vulnerable and economic
sectors like fishery and tourism depend on its clean
and protected status
• Tourism and fishery in the deeper offshore are hardly
affected by Hydrocarbon activities
• In the nearshore however tourism and fishery clash
with eachother and the actual management plan for
the Bazaruto Nat’l Park, on top of which come the
plans of the oil industry to explore for oil and gas.

17

18
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Fishery

Tourism:

• The fishery sector suffers from access denial of the
beaches around the upmarket hotels on Bazaruto
island
• Spear fishing and scuba diving increases with
increasing tourism
• Pollution increases with increasing number of hotels
• Oil industry is planning to shoot seismic and drill wells
increasing risk of pollution and occupation of fishing
grounds
• Illegal fishing by foreign countries depletes stock
• 3000 strong local population is affected by these
developments (mostly negative) on a daily basis

• The actual management plan of the Bazaruto National
Park prohibits further growth of tourism in the Park
• Tourism is foreseen to grow but new facilities on the
island are prohibited
• The conflict with the fishery sector and the interests
of the oil industry in this area complicate matters
further

19

20

In short:

The issue of a bank guarantee came up during
the discussions yesterday

• The government had insufficient information on the
activities in the nearshore and therefore granted a
permit for the deep offshore only

The only well that was drilled in the offshore part
of the concession, did not encounter any
hydrocarbons. The well was dry, plugged but
inproperly abandoned.
The consequence being that a dispute has
erupted between the government and the oil
company about the clean up of the drill site and
the proper abandoment of the well.
A bank guarantee would have formed an extra
security for the government in its dispute with
the company.

• The oil company withdrew its application for the
neashore and so gave up part of its exploration
programme.
• This example could be copied by ZEMA if and when the
situation demands it. A permit could then only be
granted for that part of the activity where the
information is sufficient.

21

22

Thank you for your attention.
That was the case from Mozambique.
Any questions?

23
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8 Introduction group work on reviewing ESIAs for
seismic exploration, steps in review and group work
instructions

2

1. Preparation & organization
Preparatory tasks
• sufficient copies?
• quick scan of ESIA report
• expertise available and sufficient?
• is it clear to reviewers what they have to do?
• organization of site verification visit?
• how to ensure stakeholder participation?

Steps involved in reviewing
ESIA + groupwork intro

Bobbi Schijf & Ineke Steinhauer
Netherlands Commission for Environmental Assessment

1

2

3

4

2. Review criteria to use
• Are scoping report/ToR available? If so, to be used by review
team members?
• Are reviews of comparable ESIA reports available?
• Sector guidelines?
• Specific review criteria and format?

3

4

5

6

3. Carrying out the review

3. Carrying out the review

• Briefly scan the ESIA-report to understand how it is organized.
• Write down 3-5 key issues/impacts (expert judgment)

• Take the review format (e.g. ESIA contents as prescribed in
regulation) and look at the original ToR/scoping for this ESIAreport.
• Review the ESIA-report in more detail
• Each reviewer writes an overview of the ESIA-report parts
which are good, and which are problematic, relating to (at
least) his/her specialism.

5

6
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7

8

3. Carrying out the review

Example transboundary impacts

• If there are shortcoming, are these vital to the project? If they
are not, then it may not be necessary to request further
information.
• If shortcomings are vital, consider what further information is
needed, including any suggestions of improvement on where
or how the information could be obtained
Always: observation  justification  recommendation.
Avoid common pitfall: many shortcomings but not clear how to go
forward

7

8

9

10

4. Review conclusions

5. Review report
to explain to the project or plan owner what the important
shortcomings are, and recommendations how and when any
serious shortcomings should be remedied.

The EIA/SEA report has serious shortcomings and supplementary work is
needed before the project is finalized. The review report should clearly
state how to address this, and what additional information is expected.
The review team should clearly communicate the arguments for asking
additional information.

as a basis for project or plan implementation
The EIA/SEA report has minor shortcomings, but these are not of
significant importance in this stage of planning and decision-making.
Decision-making can proceed as planned, or shortcomings can be solved
in the project implementation stage.

to have a track record of good practice EIA/SEA reports.

The EIA/SEA report is sufficient. If no serious shortcomings are found, the
review report must state this clearly.

9

10

Case introduction, groups
ESIA requires multi-skilled/disciplinary groups





Review of example case

ESIA process/procedure understanding
Project activity (oil&gas)
Natural/social environment background
Some facilitation…?

Let’s try to make those!

EIA seismic survey, Unguja
Ineke Steinhauer
Netherlands Commission for Environmental Assessment

11

12
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‘Quick & Dirty”… => 5-10’presentation/group

1. 1st assignment:
• ‘Quick and Dirty’ assessment (60’)
• Group presentations and plenary discussion

First impression of the ESIA:
1.What is your general impression?
• Structure (clear, logical, transparent, consistent,..?)
• Methodology (clear, consistent, transparent,..?)
• Content (presentation, level of detail, complete,..?)
• Key issues (recognizable, anything missing,…?)
• Approach in line with requirements?

2nd

assignment:
2.
• Detailed review (60’ – 90’)
• Group presentations and plenary discussion
3. Round up

2. Any upfront compliments/concerns/strange things?
3. Pick 3 key aspects to study further

13

14

‘Quick & Dirty’… some advice
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed review
Each group is allocated 2 aspects (1 subject matter, 1 process, for
instance):

Don’t start reading it all!!
Focus on executive summary first
Then table of contents
Check out process first, then content
It is a first check only….!
Distribute tasks within group (if you want)

15

Aspects

Focus

1

Baseline
Executive summary

2

Stakeholder Consultation
Repetition/readibility

Specify (exactly):
• Shortcomings (if any)
• Why is this important?

3

Waste Management
Completeness/reviewability

Specific
• feed back/ recommendation /demand for
improvement
• what must be done to really get approval?

16

Detailed review

Contents of review report

Same groups

Names of your review team members
Review conclusions: choose between

Make use of ‘Quick & Dirty’ results (check flipcharts, also of other
groups)

1. This report has serious shortcomings and supplementary information is
needed before the project can get an environmental license.

Also make use of resources, Tanzania Oil & Gas EIA guideline,
review criteria

2. This report has minor shortcomings, but these are not that significant. The
environmental license can be given and shortcomings can be solved in
the project implementation stage. This will be stated in the conditions
attached to the license.

“Write” review report

3. This report is of sufficient quality and the environmental license can be
given without conditions.

17

18
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20

Contents of review report
Observation 1: which information that is lacking?

Justification 1: Why is this information important for decision
making/licensing? Why is a certain issue not dealt with good
enough in the ESIA report?
Recommendation 1: what needs to be done next, what kind of
extra information is needed before the project can be approved?
Etc. Observation 2Justification 2Recommendation 2.

19
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9 Case study: ESIA for Tilenga oil production (Uganda)

2

ESIA Tilenga
ESIA for production, in Uganda
Submitted to NEMA in May 2018

ESIA Tilenga Project

Joint review workshop held with lead
agencies and district officials 1‐7 July 2018,
NCEA participated.

Zanzibar, March 2019

Netherlands Commission for Environmental Assessment
Bobbi Schijf & Ineke Steinhauer

1

2

3

4

Permanent facilities:

Buliisa and Nwoya districts

 400 wells, 34 well pads across 6 oil fields

Western part MFNP

• 2nd most visited national park Uganda
• Bugungu Wildlife Reserve and the Karuma Wildlife Reserve
part of Murchison Falls
• Protected Area including Ramsar site (Victoria Nile)

 Industrial area
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

6 Oil Fields:

Central Processing Facility (CPF)
Operation Camp house
Drilling support base
Water treatment and reinjection facility
Community visitors centre

 181 km pipelines between CPF and well‐pads
 Pipelines under Victoria Nile (Ramsar site)
 Water abstraction system Lake Albert
 Tangi Operation Support Base (north of Victoria Nile)
 Victoria Nile Ferry Crossing Facility
 Bugungu airstrip

North of Victoria Nile
‐ Jobi‐Rii
South of Victoria Nile
‐ Ngiri
‐ Gunya
‐ Kaseme/Wahrindi
‐ Kigogole
‐ Nsoga

3

4

Industrial area (CPF): 1,5 X 2,4 km.

Drilling rig and well pads (4 ha)

5

6
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8

Pipelines under Victoria Nile

Pipelines

7

8

9

10

Lake water abstraction (2 options)

Victoria Nile ferry crossing

To supply water for reinjection into the reservoir
to maintain pressure: off
shore fixed floating
platform or onshore
system.

9

10

11

12

Tangi support camp

Roads, material pits and stone quarries

11

12
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13

14

Temporary & associated facilities

4 Project Phases
Site Preparation and Enabling Works – 5 years
• Site clearing
• Bugungu airstrip upgrade
• Civils works for well pads and the water abstraction system
• Road modifications/construction
• Construction Victoria Nile Ferry Crossing and Masindi Vehicle Check Point
Construction and Pre-Commissioning – 7 years
• Construction main facilities Industrial Area (and CPF)
• Well pads (including drilling)
• Pipeline and flowline network
• Water abstraction system.
Commissioning and Operations – 25 years
• Operation of the facilities
Decommissioning – ?
• Removal infrastructure and restoration of the land

13

14

15

16

15

16

17

18

Review of ESIA Tilenga – role of NCEA
Working Group of experts (natural resource management, oil
and gas development, geohydrology, social sciences and
SEA/ESIA application)
June-July 2018
Review of the documents
Site visit project area
Lead Agency Review meeting

17

18
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19

20

NCEA’s main review findings

Conclusions NCEA Review

Complex project, comprehensive and high quality info (baseline,
eco-systems, potential impacts)

The Non-Technical Summary is not fit for purpose
what are the most important issues and how will these be mitigated?

Huge report (over 5000 pages!)  difficult to oversee the whole
picture and know what the essential issues are

Essential information for decision making is still lacking
- How will impacts that cannot be mitigated be dealt with?
- Some design choices still have to be made (for example: technology
for pipelines under Victoria Nile at Ramsar site, well pad design)
- Environmental and Social Management plan (many mitigation
measures proposed, but not a concrete, detailed plan)

19

20

22

21

ESMP

Water resource management

• ESMP is incomplete
and unfinished.
• A long list of plans is
presented, most of
which still have to be
formulated.
• It is too much a list of
intentions, not
concrete commitments

• Impact on water quantities
not clear
• Different numbers for
retrieving water from Lake
Albert
• Cumulative impacts?
• Ground water use project vs
locals + swamps (lowered
water table)

21

22
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Wildlife, nature conservation
•

•

•

Land acquisition, resettlement etc.
• Resettlement is a big issue for this project. Only one RAP
finished, 4 more to be done. Regarding displacement/
compensation the NCEA recommends to rethink cash
payments. IFC Performance Standards apply?
• Influx management plan should be elaborated in ESIA. Several
1000s workers expected, plus “honeypot effect”. Need to pay
attention to direct and indirect impacts of the influx of people
and the management thereof.

New roads and more workers will
lead to more poaching (bush meat,
etc.), more extraction of timber,
medicinal plants, fishing,
disturbance of wildlife, etc.
Information is missing about
animal migration corridors and
places where animals frequently
visit.
Impact on wildlife, nature not clear.

23

24
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25

26

Stakeholder engagement

Overall conclusion & recommendation

The stakeholder engagement
plan should be further
elaborated, in particular
including groups not yet
consulted, like the
Parliamentary Committee on
Natural Resources, the
Parliamentary Forum on Oil
and Gas, the Bunyoro
Parliamentary Caucus and
Acholi Parliamentary Caucus.

• In the opinion of the NCEA working group, a
number of serious shortcomings remains.
• Therefore, NEMA is advised to ask for
supplementary information (update of ESIA report,
or supplementary information)

25

26

27

Follow-up
• NEMA organised
participation process
• Gaps concluded (based on
review and participation)
• Work required by
proponent to fill gaps
• 2 weeks ago updated
ESMP submitted

27
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Annex 2: Notes from the lessons learned discussion
Notes ESIA review workshop oil and gas
Zanzibar March 2019

Notes day 1
Reflections on difference between reviewing approaches NEMC, ZEMA, NCEA
Specific discussions that have come up:
•

What criteria are used for review of both the ToR/scoping document and ESIA report?

NEMC and ZEMA both have general criteria, not specifically for oil and gas. Could be developed?
•

What screening category should apply to seismic exploration? Full EIA or not? Different
situation in the Netherlands (no EIA), mainland (possible, to be decided after scoping)

and Zanzibar (always full EIA). Depends on how serious you consider the impacts to be,

and how sensitive the receiving environment. Different ways in which the impacts can be
managed: through EIA and case-by-case conditions, and/or restricting where and how

seismic exploration can take place.
•

Challenge in practice in relation to oil and gas is the range of expectations amongst

stakeholders. One type of expectation: quick economic growth, many opportunities will
materialize soon. But also: Concerns about impacts, especially on livelihoods related to

fisheries and tourism. So: need to be clear about the facts, what can realistically be expected.
•
•

Regarding review approaches: no one-size-fits-all, needs to be tailor-made.

Role of SEA in EIA: Example from SEA discussions in Pemba. In scenario on-shore devel-

opment nearby town: oil and gas exploitation will affect the town and surrounding infrastructure, which will need to be adapted (move medical facilities, upgrade roads). So SEA
sets out key issues and how these could be managed, framework for projects and EIAs.
But needs some status? Otherwise only resource, not binding for EIA.
Notes after presentation Maarten Jan Brolsma
Questions:
•

Flares are harmful. What are alternatives? Flaring is done to test a field. Alternative is to

not test the oil, but use other data. But difficult to get an indication of the pressure. But
flaring can be done briefly. Also measures to manage flares, such as spraying to cool it.
•

Drilling fluids are recycled, but what about the cuttings that are sieved out? If these are

clean, the cuttings can be thrown overboard. There they will cover the benthic fauna, so
that impact needs to be considered. Dirty cuttings will also be discussed later.
•

If there is a blow-out. Who is responsible for the consequences? Generally the polluter

pays, see examples in the Gulf of Mexico, for example. Government agencies may be in
charge of clean-up, but the bill will be presented to the oil company.
•
•

What about natural seepage? No-one is responsible for that. It is a natural phenomenon.
What is the relevance of climate change for oil and gas? Strategic question about devel-

oping fossil fuels is addressed at country and international level. At project level EIA can
look at vulnerability and mitigations, for example energy efficiency.
•

We discuss the timeframe for development.
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•

When is it economically attractive to build a refinery on Zanzibar.

Day 3 Lessons learned at the end of the workshop (collected on sticky notes and discussed)
On the workshop overall:
•
•

We learned how to review and ESIA report for oil and gas

This workshop raises awareness amongst the participants, and exchange between NEMC,
ZEMA and NCEA.

•
•

A field visit would have been a good addition to the programme.

Time was not sufficient, we need more training to build capacity needed for upcoming oil
and gas development.

•

Comparison with ESIA review from mainland Tanzania would have been good (like the
tourism ESIA review workshop)

•

Would have been good to have experts involved in the seismic survey attending. This

comment got some discussion going, because colleagues who were part of the survey
were actually at the workshop! They should have shared their experience more?
General:
•

It is important to have good baseline data on air quality, water quality (surface and

groundwater), soil, noise levels, vibration, biodiversity. This will provide a baseline, which
will assist during monitoring.
On ESIA:
•
•
•

The ESIA report should be specific, precise and clear (not generalised) (2x)
The ESIA must contain sufficient and important details.

Impacts should be arranged from high to low, to make clear where immediate attention is
needed.

•

Mitigation measures should be clear. This saves time and money in project implementation.

•

The procedure for compensation should be specified before the project commences (so
in the ESIA)

•

Decommissioning, and any associated impacts, should be described in a decommissioning plan.

•

Stakeholder minutes (a record of the participation) should be appended to the ESIA report.

•

Sometimes specialised studies need to be undertaken, and the results and discussion of

these results presented in the ESIA report (for example: hydrogeology, Geotech, Hydrology, Geochemistry
•

The consultant(s) doing the ESIA report should be very smart and careful.

On ESIA review:
•
•
•

We learned how to systematically do the ESIA review.
Invite relevant stakeholders for the review.

The review procedure is not flexible. In some cases a different guideline, timeline etc
might be useful.

•

The review team should be competent in relevant fields of expertise for the activity concerned. This is crucial (3x).
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Annex 3: Summary of the evaluation survey
The evaluation form was completed by 22 participants.

Their overall impression of the different training aspects was good to excellent.

All the participants considered the workshop useful to their work.
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The participants judged the contribution to their level of skills and knowledge as follows:

When asked to list their two most useful lessons or insights, participants listed the following:
•

EIA/SEA, THIS PARTICULAR SEGMENT IS VERY USEFUL BECAUSE IT INVOLVES A WIDE
RANGE OF UNDERSTANDING EIA.

•

DECOMMISSIONING & METHODOLOGY CAUSES ARE VERY USEFUL IN DETERMINING THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF EIA IMPLEMENTATION.

•

REVIEWING - A QUICK & DIRTY REVIEW - IS GOOD FOR A GENERAL IMPRESSION OF THE
REPORT PRESENTED.

•

RELEVANT EXPERTISE FOR THE REVIEW IS VERY IMPORTANT, AS WELL AS THE GUIDELINES

•

A REPORT SHOULD BE VERY SPECIFIC AND THE ISSUES EXPLAINED IN DETAIL.

NECESSARY FOR THE REVIEW.

•
•

TO INVOLVE RELEVANT STAKEHOLDERS DURING REVIEW.

HOW TO REVIEW EISA REPORTS USING DIFFERENT APPROACHES, I.E. EIA GUIDELINES FOR
OIL AND GAS. (2x)

•

USE OF GUIDELINES IN REVIEWING THE EIA IS VERY HELPFUL IN ASSESSING THE REVIEW IN
A SMART WAY.

•

THE ESIA ITSELF IS VERY IMPORTANT, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY DURING OIL AND
GAS PROJECTS.

•
•

RECOMMENDATION FOR THIS PROJECT; HELPFUL FOR CONSULTANCY WORK.

MITIGATION MEASURES - THESE ARE IMPORTANT, BECAUSE PROJECTS CAN CAUSE DAMAGE.

•
•

ESIA FOR OIL AND GAS IN ZANZIBAR.

PRESENTATION OF REVIEW IN ZANZIBAR.
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•

THE QUICK AND DIRTY REVIEW HAS HELPED ME IN IDENTIFYING THE SHORTCOMINGS IN
THE EIA REPORT.

•

RELATION BETWEEN REVIEW RESULTS AND PERMITTING DECISION MAKING WAS USEFUL
TO ME.

•

EIA IN OIL AND GAS CAN HELP TO KNOW THE IMPACT BEFORE CONDUCTING ANY PROJECT.

•
•
•
•

REVIEWING THE EIA REPORT CONCERNING OIL AND GAS.

INVOLVEMENT OF SPECIAL FIELD RELATED TO PROJECTS.

BETER MANAGEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND HOW TO WRITE A GOOD EIA.

EIA REVIEW PROCEDURES - THIS WILL HELP TO REDUCE ANY EFFECTS / CONFLICTS DURING PROJECT COMMENCEMENT.

•

LEARNING EXPERIENCE FROM OTHER COUNTRIES, ON HOW THEY DO IT WHEN REVIEWING ESIA, IS THE BEST PRACTICE THAT IS NEEDED.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEARN EXPERIENCE FROM OTHER COUNTRIES
ESIA FOR OIL & GAS IN ZANZIBAR.

ESIAS DONE FOR SEISMIC EXPLORATION.

MORE EXPERTISE NEEDED FOR THE REVIEW BECAUSE EIA IS VERY SENSITIVE.
SEEING DIFFERENT CASES WAS VERY USEFULL.
EXPERTISE IS NEEDED.

THE REVIEW PROCESS AND CONCLUSION (4x)
GAINED KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL.

IT FITS WELL IN MY DAYLY ACTIVITIES.
EIA REPORTS SHOULD BE SPECIFIC

NEED OF ENVIRONMENTAL DATA WHEN YOU DEVELOP AN EIA REPORT.

IDENTIFICATION OF CHALLENGES WITH MITIGATIONS ON THE EIA REPORT.
PROPER REVIEWING OF THE EIA REPORTS.
SEA OF OIL AND GAS.

EIA REPORT, IS VERY IMPORTANT OTHERWISE ONE DOESN'T KNOW HOW TO PREPARE THE
REVIEW WORK.

When asked which elements were less useful, we had a few answers we are not sure how to

interpret. It seems the question on the form that was handed out was confusingly worded. We
asked which elements were less useful, and then asked to explain why these were useful.

The statements below probably relate to topics people though were actually useful, rather

than not useful.
•
•
•

THE OIL & GAS CHECKLIST IS A USEFUL TOOL IN REVIEWING EIA PROJECTS.
HSE (HEALTH AND SAFETY) IS PARAMOUNT IN OIL & GAS PROJECTS.

THERE IS NO QUESTION OF ANY TOPIC HAVING BEEN UNUSEFUL FOR MY JOB, BECAUSE

EACH AND EVERYTHING MENTIONED, SUCH AS ENVIRONMENT, BIODIVERSITY ETC. ARE
VERY IMPORTANT.
•

STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS ARE USEFUL IN ANY PROJECT TO OVERSEE/LISTEN TO THEIR
VIEWS. (2x)

•

REVIEW PROCESS - IS VERY GOOD BUT TIRESOME, MUST BE ELABORATED IN A CLEAR AND
BUSY WAY.

•
•
•
•

REVIEW PROCESS IS VERY GOOD BUT TIRESOME.
EIA REVIEW.

EIA CASE STUDY.

FISHERIES & MARINES INVOLVEMENT IN SEISMIC OPERATIONS.
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•

MITIGATION MEASURES TO BE TAKEN.

We also asked if there something the participants wanted to learn, that was not dealt with in
the workshop. The following answers were given:
•
•
•

NOT THAT I CAN THINK OF AT THE MOMENT.
NO OR NONE (5x)

PREPARATION OF THE REVIEW FORM, I.E. EACH ISSUES SHOULD HAVE DIFFERENT REVIEW
FORMS.

•
•
•
•
•
•

I WOULDN'T KNOW.

DALING WITH DANGEROUS AND FLAMMABLE GASES.
SHORT CASE OF OIL AND GAS.

WHAT IS THE STANDARD / LOGICAL WAY OF PREPARING AN EIA REPORT.
COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS

YES, A DIFFERENT APPROACH [APART] FROM WHAT I LEARNT WHEN REVIEWING THE REPORT.

•

YES, ABOUT THE PROCEDURES THAT MUST BE FOLLOWED FOR THE COMPENSATION ISSUE
AND THE WAY PEOPLE ARE EMPLOYED IN THE EIA.

•
•
•
•

YES, ABOUT THE PROCESS THAT MUST BE FOLLOWED DURING COMPENSATION.
SHORT COURSE ON OIL & GAS EXPLORATION.
FIELD VISIT

EIA AT NATIONAL LEVEL.2. EIA WITH NATIONAL STRATEGIES.

In the space for additional comments we had the following entries:
•

IF THE PARTICIPANTS CAN BE EQUIPED WITH ENHANCED STUDY MATERIALS AND TOOLS
TO EXCUTE SUFFICIENT REVIEWS, THAT WILL BE VERY HELPFUL.

•

WE NEED MORE CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOPS/ TRAINING IN ORDER TO IMPROVE THE
REVIEW CAPACITIES. (4x)

•

E.I.A. FORMS AND OTHER REGISTERED PEOPLE RESPONSIBLE FOR E.I.A. AND OTHER REPORTS SHOULD BE TRAINED IN ORDER TO PRODUCE GOOD REPORTS.

•

I THINK THE TRAINERS DID VERY WELL IN GIVING THE NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE AND

SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCE AS WELL AS GIVE ADVICE TO OTHER ORGANISATIONS. I SAY:
THANK YOU.
•

IF POSSIBLE, ARANGE FOR THE TRAINING TO BE HELD OUTSIDE OF TOWN, BECAUSE OUR
BOSSES INTERFERE BY CALLING OR COMING TO US PHYSICALLY.

•
•
•

EVERYTHING IS GOOD FROM MY SIDE.

FIELD VISIT OF PROPOSED EIA AND THEN SITE FOR REVIEW WILL BE BEST EXPERIENCE.

MAKE SURE THAT TIME MANAGEMENT IS FOLLOWED AND THAT THE ARRANGEMENT OF
THE VENUE IS KNOWN BEFORE THE WORKSHOP STARTS. (2x)

•
•

WE HAVE TO PAY ATTENTION DURING THE WORKSHOP.

TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF WORKING GROUPS, THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT FOR TRAINEES TO LEARN.

•
•

THE TRAINING WAS GOOD AND THE OUTCOME WELL RECEIVED AND ATTAINED.

IT REQUIRED FOR TRAINEES TO BE INVOLVED IN SPECIAL STUDY VISITS FOR SOME OF THE
CASE STUDIES.

•

AS FOR A SUGGESTION FROM MY SIDE: I MUST LEARN THE REVIEW GUIDELINES, INCREASE

OF THE WORKING GROUPS.
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